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A minimal list of HL-LHC physics goals 
}  Higgs boson measurements

}  Couplings measurements to <10% level
}  HàZZà4l, Hàγγ 

}  Rare (or new) Higgs boson production 
and decay modes
}  VBF+Hàττ  and  Ηàμμ, HàZγ
}  (VBF) + H à invisible 

}  Higgs self-coupling (HH production)
}  Stat. uncertainty on signal yield ~50%

}  Direct search for new particles
}  SUSY: explore difficult parameter regions 

and “weak production” modes
}  Exotica: push the limits, probe small 

prod. rates  

}  Probe standard model also with rare 
flavour processes
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High Luminosity – LHC  (Phase-2)  

}  HL-LHC: Upgrade of LHC and injectors to increase beam intensity 
}  Linst > 5 × 1034 cm−1 s−1, up to 140-200 pileup 
}  Ultimate integrated luminosity target of 3000 fb−1 (10x LHC) - baseline

}  Experiments: ATLAS and CMS upgrades for HL-LHC conditions
}  Radiation hardness
}  Mitigate physics impact of high pileup  ( more than 5x LHC ) 
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HL-HLC overview

• Fully exploiting the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) necessitates significant 
upgrades

• Higgs studies with better precision, including exotic decay searches

• Searches for rare heavy particles associated with supersymmetry (SUSY) 
and other Standard Model (SM) extensions

• Searches for long-lived or non-interacting particles

• CMS upgrade philosophy: equal or better performance under HL-LHC 
conditions
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Luminous region 

}  Luminosity leveled to “what the experiments can stand” 
}  Adjust the beam transverse size at the interaction point (β* function)

}  Linst = 5.3×1034 cm−2 s−1  à  140 pileup   
}  Linst = 7.6×1034 cm−2 s−1  !  200 pileup  ! Lint = 4000 fb-1
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Bold aspects of CMS Upgrade for HL-LHC 
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}  High granularity  
endcap calorimeters 
}  3D image of showers

}  Tracking information in “L1 track trigger”
}  All silicon tracker with 4x granularity and 

extended acceptance (|η|<4) 

}  Extended acceptance  
of the muon system 

}  Level-1 trigger accept rate 750 kHz
}  Events recorded at 7.5 kHz  

}  CMS Phase-2 originally targeted 5.3×1034 cm−2 s−1 (140 PU)



Proof of concept 

}  Real life event with HL-LHC-like pileup from special run in 
2016 with individual high intensity bunches
}  One such collision every 25 ns at HL-LHC 
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Proof of challenge ! 

}  Vertex merge rate ~15% at 200 PU (with Phase-2 CMS)
}  Hardest reconstructed collision not necessarily the most interesting

}  Incorrect association of tracks (and neutrals) with vertices 
}  Contamination of primary and secondary vertices, isolation cones, jets…
}  Incorrect reconstruction of the event kinematics (missing energy)
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An interaction of interest at less than 1%  
of the collisions simultaneously recorded



38 5 Comparative Performance studies
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Figure 25: Effect of detector pileup on the sensitivity for the SUSY search for the W±H+Emiss
T

final states. The estimated effect of the degradation of Emiss
T resolution has been applied.

current studies demonstrates that for physics channels relying mostly on charged particles, the
increased luminosity at 200 pileup can be exploited. For other physics signatures, the studies
are continuing.

5.1 Performance implications of reduced cost configurations 23
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Figure 8: The Emiss
T distribution for the reference detector with (green) and without (red) the

high-h tracking extension and the ratio of the number of events observed without and with the
tracking extension vs Emiss

T for events at <PU>= 140 and <PU>= 200.

Figure 9 (left) shows that the missing transverse energy resolution is also degraded by about
25% at 140 pileup. Jet counting and the identification of vector boson fusion or vector boson
scattering processes are diluted by the presence of misreconstructed jets in the forward region
of the detector. Figure 9 (right) shows the relative rate of additional misidentified jets as a
function of pseudorapidity.

A substantial increase in additional jets that come from pileup is observed and the performance
degradation is severe even at a pileup of 140 when the tracker extension is not present. The
impact on the measurement of Higgs boson properties in events produced via the vector boson
fusion process is included in the discussion in Section 5.2. In addition, the limited coverage for
charged particle reconstruction reduces the acceptances for taus, muons, electrons, photons,
and b-jet tagging. For the Higgs boson to four muons analysis, one of the key measurements
for the HL-LHC, the acceptance is reduced by 20% as shown in Figure 10.

Tracker without layer 4: the performance of the tracking system with a reduced number of
layers has been studied. To simplify the performance studies, layer 4 of the outer tracker has
been removed without changing the other layers configuration. This layer is selected since it
minimizes the impact on the track reconstruction performance. The offline track reconstruction
performance is mostly driven by the precise space-point measurements in the pixel detector
and the lever arm of the tracking volume is not modified by the removal of layer 4 and therefore
the momentum resolution is neither not affected. However, the track reconstruction for the
hardware trigger does not include the pixel detector and it is therefore sensitive to the number
of layers in the outer tracker.

In order to estimate the impact of the loss of redundancy, realistic defects to the system have
been studied. A first scenario assumes that 5% of the modules, randomly distributed, are not

Physics impact of high-pileup by examples 

}  VBF H!ττ requires >40% more 
luminosity at 200 than at 140 PU
}  Jet fake rate and ET

miss resolution  
and tau isolation 

}  Searches with Et
miss less  

sensitive at 200 than at 140 PU
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5.3 Phase II detector performance at pileup 140 and pileup 200 37

observed and the performance degrades at 200 pileup. These fake or “pileup jets” interfere
with accurate counting of the number of jets in the event of interest, which is an important
aspect of many measurements and searches at the LHC.
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Figure 24: Emiss
T distribution for the perpendicular component of hadronic recoil to Z boson,

measured in Z ! µµ, at <PU>= 140 with the high-h tracking extension (red) and <PU>= 200
(green). Results for Phase I at <PU>= 50 (black) are also included (left). Relative rate of
additional misidentified jets as a function of pseudorapidity for different pileup configuration.
Results are shown relative to the performance of the reference detector at <PU>= 140 for
<PU>= 200 (green), and Phase I at <PU>= 50 (black) (right).

The degradation in the reconstruction of jets and Emiss
T has significant impact on several anal-

yses. Figure 25 shows the effect of the degraded Emiss
T resolution on W±H+Emiss

T searches. To
compensate for the increased background level, the event selection has been tightened with
respect to the reference in the TP. A significant reduction in the discovery potential is observed.
In a dataset of 3000 fb�1 the mass reach for discovery is reduced from 940 GeV to about 800
GeV. For measurements of the VBF Higgs to tt final state, where the tt mass is reconstructed
using the missing transverse energy, the performance of the analysis expressed as signal over
the square-root of background is degraded by about 15%. This translates into a 40% increase
in the luminosity needed to achieve the equivalent result at 200 PU. In addition the rate of
jets reconstructed from pileup energy depositions reduces the signal yield and increases the
background from Drell-Yan production, degrading the analysis performance by 25%.

Summary: The performance of the reference upgrade reference detector has been studied for
pileup of 140 and 200 collisions per crossing and compared to the Phase I detector performance
at 50 collisions per crossing. The performance of the Phase I detector can be achieved with the
reference detector in the presence of 140 collisions per crossing. The studies presented here
demonstrate that resolutions, efficiencies, and misidentification rates are degraded in events
with 200 collisions per crossing. Objects measured predominantly with the tracker and those
at large transverse momentum are less affected than objects measured using mostly calorimet-
ric information or with low transverse momentum. As a result, crucial measurements of the
H ! 4µ, H ! µµ, and searches or measurements of heavy resonance show limited sensitivity
to pileup. Measurements relying on the missing transverse energy resolution or jet counting
are significantly affected. The physics analyses that are very sensitive to these observables
indicate that improvements are needed to fully exploit the data collected at higher luminosi-
ties. For the endcap calorimeter, this is addressed by the new timing and pointing capabilities
of the High Granularity Calorimeter. It is expected that these new features will substantially
improve the mitigation of pileup. As well, the improved timing resolution in barrel electro-
magnetic calorimeter is anticipated to provide improve photon energy resolution. Overall, the

140 PU
200 PU

Jet background

ET
miss spectrum

140 PU
200 PU

140 PU

200 PU

SUSY with ET
miss 

Reference: CMS Upgrade Scope document: [CERN-LHCC-2015-19, LHCC-G-165]



Mitigation of pileup with precision timing 
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If beam-spot “sliced” in successive O(30) ps time exposures,  
effective pileup reduced by a factor 4-5:
•  ~15% merged vertices reduced to 1%
•  Phase-I track purity of vertices recovered

 

VBF H!ττ in 200 pp collisions

Luminous region
•  tRMS ~ 180 ps
•  zRMS ~ 4.6 cm 
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4D particle-flow with timing information 
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}  Charged hadrons make up 60% of the event content
}  CMS event reconstruction relies on accurate track assignment 

}  Timing detector tailored to provide maximum benefit to particle flow 

EXAMPLES OF VERTICES  
MERGED IN 3D RECO 

4.8 cm RMS

180 ps RMS

[ 50 PU event display to ease eye analysis ]



A dedicated layer for precision timing of tracks 

}  New MIP Timing Detector (MTD) just outside the tracker 
}  MIP timing with 30 ps precision
}  Acceptance: |η|<3.0 and pT>0.7 GeV in the barrel,  

                                        ~p > 0.7 GeV in the endcap
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Calorimeter upgrades 
}  Precision timing on high energy photons in ECAL Barrel
}  All photons and high energy hadrons in HGCal Endcap

Si ETL  
(Endcap Timing Layer) 

LYSO/SiPM BTL  
(Barrel Timing Layer) 
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Track-vertex association with track timing 
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}  Timing significantly 
reduces the “effective” 
vertex line density

}  200 PU equivalent  
to current LHC PU

}  Provide robustness  
against adjustment of 
luminosity scenarios

}  Recover performance  
in several observables
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Particle isolation: ROC curves 
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}  Isolation efficiency up by 7 ÷ 10% per lepton (*)
}  Acceptance gain in searches and precision measurements
}  [ Gain amplified in multi-particle final states ] 

Muons Hadronic taus

Track association with vertex: Δt < 90 ps

(*) at constant background rejection power]



b tagging with timing  
}  Efficiency up 4-6% at constant background rejection of 1%  

for light jets from removal of spurious secondary vertices 
}  inclusion of timing in the b-jet algorithm ongoing

}  [ Gain amplified in multi-particle final states ] 

14

Barrel Endcap

Δt < 90 ps



(di-)Higgs boson acceptance projections 
}  Gain in signal yield ~20-25% in multi-object final states

}  [ at constant rejection power for reducible background ]
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Table 3.1: Projections for Higgs boson yield increases when exploiting the timing information
provided by the MTD and the resultant increased efficiency for tagged b jets or isolated lep-
tons for a given fake probability. Projections are based on existing Phase-2 studies and scaled
according to the ROC curves in Figs. 3.7(left) and 3.6 (left, center).

Signal increase (%)
Channel BTL BTL+ETL Relevance

HH ! bbgg 17 22 Higgs self-coupling
HH ! bbbb 14 18 Higgs self-coupling

H ! ZZ ! 4l 19 26 Mass, width, spin+parity,
differential cross sections, EFTs

depends on the energy and opening angle resolution of the two photons. If the longitudinal1749

position of the diphoton vertex is known to better than about 10 mm, the opening angle res-1750

olution contributes negligibly to the diphoton mass resolution [81]. This measurement will1751

benefit from the improved acceptance for isolated objects and improved vertex identification1752

capability provided by track and photon timing information.1753

At low vertex multiplicities, the decay vertex can be identified using the kinematic properties1754

of the tracks associated with the reconstructed vertices and their correlation with the diphoton1755

kinematics [81]. During LHC operations in 2015–16, with an average multiplicity of 20 vertices,1756

the probability of correct vertex identification was about 80% [82]. At high multiplicities, vertex1757

identification is a major challenge. According to simulation, at 140 pileup events, the efficiency1758

drops below 40% for H ! gg events produced via gluon-gluon fusion, and it degrades to1759

about 30% at 200 pileup events. This efficiency loss can be offset by means of a precise mea-1760

surement of the photon time, which enables the vertex position along the beam direction to be1761

determined via triangulation. The performance of this method, which depends on the opening1762

angle between the two photons and scales with the time resolution, has been quantified in a1763

dedicated study with simulated H ! gg events for photons of pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 2.5,1764

with selections that mimic those applied in Ref. [81].1765

Results presented in the Phase-2 upgrade of the CMS barrel calorimeters TDR [11] show that,1766

for a resolution of 30 ps on each photon, the longitudinal vertex position can be located within1767

1 cm of the true vertex via triangulation only for a subset of the H ! gg decays, in which1768

the pseudorapidity gap between the two photons satisfies the condition |Dh| > 0.8. In the1769

complementary, and equally populated, sample of photons (|Dh| < 0.8), the resolution of the1770

triangulation method becomes comparable to the size of the luminous region. For this sample,1771

photon timing alone does not provide sufficient information to locate the H ! gg decay vertex.1772

The ability to correctly identify the vertex in events with a small pseudorapidity gap between1773

the two photons is recovered by additionally requiring a triple coincidence between the photon1774

time calculated at the location of each track-reconstructed vertex and the vertex time-zero, as1775

visually illustrated in Fig. 3.1.1776

A quantitative measure of the compatibility of the photon pair with the space-time position of1777

each reconstructed vertex is obtained from a c2 statistics. A vertex time-zero resolution of 20 ps,1778

from track timing, and a resolution of 30 ps on each photon are assumed. The c2 distributions1779

for the true diphoton vertex, known from simulation, and for all the other vertices are shown1780

in the left panel of Fig. 3.11. Results are displayed only for events with a small pseudorapidity1781

gap between the two photons (|Dh| < 0.8). The overlap of the distributions at low c2 indicates1782

that there is a finite probability for a random pileup vertex to have a c2 lower than the true1783

diphoton vertex. However, the distributions are sufficiently separated to enable vertex ranking1784

according to the c2 value, and reject vertices of high rank. The rejection power is illustrated1785

59

• Object-level acceptance improvements compound in multi-object 
final states

‣Large impact on 
barrel region since 
physics signature is 
central

‣Corresponds to 
18-26% increase in 
effective integrated 
luminosity
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Figure 3.10: Projections for yield enhancement in HH ! bbbb (left) and H ! ZZ ! 4l (right)
as a function of the rapidity. The distributions are normalized to the no-timing case.

the photon selection to about 90% charged isolation efficiency. The MTD–based reconstruction1722

would provide, for the same background of misidentified b jets or photons, an increase in the1723

b-tagging (photon) efficiency in the range 4–6% (5–7%), depending on the pseudorapidity. This1724

gain in signal acceptance provides an increase in the HH ! bbgg signal yield by 17% from the1725

BTL alone, and 22% from the combined power of BTL and ETL, at constant background rate1726

(see Fig. 1.3-left).1727

Similar performance enhancements are predicted for other important Higgs boson signatures1728

such as HH ! bbbb (14% BTL, 18% BTL+ETL) and H ! ZZ ! 4µ (19%, 26%). Figure 3.101729

shows these increases as a function of the Higgs or di-Higgs boson rapidity for these two pro-1730

cesses. Both the BTL and ETL contribute significantly to the signal gain. These projections1731

correspond to a 1% rejection power for false-positive b tags from light quarks and to a charged1732

isolation efficiency of 90% per muon without the MTD, consistent with other CMS Phase-21733

studies [38, 80]. The full optimization of the working points is left for future studies.1734

A summary of these gains can be found in Table 3.1. Generally, across the Higgs boson cam-1735

paign channels envisioned for the HL-LHC era, the improved acceptance is expected to yield1736

a gain in the performance, expressed as signal over square-root of the background, between1737

10% and 20% depending on the decay mode. Without the MTD, a similar gain in performance1738

would require an increase in the integrated luminosity at least proportional to the acceptance1739

gains provided by the MTD. Below, more detailed studies are presented on two Higgs boson1740

modes, for which specific additional benefits are expected from the improved vertex recon-1741

struction capability (H ! gg) and the improved pileup jet rejection and pmiss
T resolution (VBF1742

Higgs boson production and subsequent decay to taus) with the MTD.1743

3.3.1.1 Higgs boson decay into photon pairs1744

The clean diphoton signature of the H ! gg decay channel makes it one of the most important1745

channels to characterize the Higgs boson. The sensitivity of the measurement depends on the1746

invariant mass resolution of the diphoton pair and on the quality of the photon identification.1747

Specific upgrades of the CMS calorimeters have been defined for the Phase-2 and reconstruc-1748

tion algorithms are under study, targeting a performance in photon identification and energy1749

resolution similar to Run 2 despite the increased pileup [11]. The invariant mass resolution1750
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}  Proportionate 
increase in the 
effective integrated 
luminosity

}  Large impact  
from barrel MTD  
(central signatures)



Hàγγ vertex tagging 

}  Unique capability to match photon time to vertex time + position 
}  CMS ECAL is non-pointing, but will have photon timing capability
}  50% of events require MIP timing to find correct vertex

}  Identifies photon vertex: improves di-photon mass resolution 
by 25% and also H!γγ signal significance 
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NO TIMING

CALO ONLY

CALO & MTD

TRIPLE COINCIDENCE:
VERTEX AND PHOTON TIME



Projections for VBF + H à ττ 
}  Performance gain from timing (S/√B) ~80% :

}  +30% from isolation 
}  +30% from VBF tagging [ pileup jet rejection ]
}  +10% from di-tau mass resolution  [ pT

miss resolution ]
}  Timing offsets performance degradations from 140 to 200 PU
}  Large impact from endcap MTD
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3.2.2 Pileup jet suppression1590

In the presence of pileup, soft jets and underlying event activity from multiple pileup inter-1591

actions may overlap and be clustered into a higher energy jet, serving as an additional back-1592

ground for e.g. Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) tagging and other final states with jets. For present1593

LHC Run 2 conditions, this background can be largely suppressed by cleaning the charged par-1594

ticles based on spatial association with the primary vertex, and pileup jets are mainly an issue1595

beyond the present tracking acceptance. Although the tracking acceptance of the CMS Phase-21596

detector will be extended, the higher pileup density and corresponding increase in charged1597

particles from pileup associated to the primary vertex leads to a non-negligible rate of pileup1598

jets.1599

The rate of pileup jets is studied in Z ! µµ events with 200 pileup conditions, with and without1600

precision timing for the charged particles, using jets reconstructed with the PUPPI algorithm [5]1601

and anti-kT clustering with 0.4 distance parameter [78], with a reconstructed jet pT > 30 GeV.1602

The PUPPI algorithm currently uses the first primary vertex in the reconstructed collection. In1603

order to avoid events where the incorrect primary vertex is used, two reconstructed muons1604

with pT > 20 GeV and associated with the first primary vertex are required for events entering1605

the study. Tracks are associated with the primary vertex with |Dz(track, vertex)| < 1 mm;1606

an additional requirement of |Dt(track, vertex)| < 3 strack
t is applied when considering the1607

precision timing case.1608

Signal jets are defined as reconstructed jets that are matched to a generator-level jet with pT >1609

4 GeV within a cone of DR < 0.2, while pileup jets are defined as reconstructed jets that are not1610

matched to a generator-level jet with pT > 4 GeV within a cone of DR < 0.6. The relative rate1611

of both signal jets and pileup jets with and without precision timing for the charged particles1612

is shown in Fig. 3.4, where the addition of precision timing reduces the rate of pileup jets1613

by 25�50% depending on pseudorapidity with minimal effect on the signal jet rate. These1614

projections use a more recent release and a different working point that those used for the1615

study of Section 1.3.3. The working point and the rate reduction from timing may be further1616

optimized. This reduction in pileup jet rate is expected to have a significant impact on signal1617

extraction cases that rely on jet multiplicity event categorization, central or forward jet vetoes,1618

or forward jet tagging, as in the case of VBF topologies.1619
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Figure 3.4: Rate of signal jets (left), and pileup jets (right) reconstructed with the PUPPI algo-
rithm with anti-kT 0.4 clustering and reconstructed pT > 30 GeV with precision timing for the
charged particles relative to the no timing case.
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5.3 Phase II detector performance at pileup 140 and pileup 200 37

observed and the performance degrades at 200 pileup. These fake or “pileup jets” interfere
with accurate counting of the number of jets in the event of interest, which is an important
aspect of many measurements and searches at the LHC.
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Figure 24: Emiss
T distribution for the perpendicular component of hadronic recoil to Z boson,

measured in Z ! µµ, at <PU>= 140 with the high-h tracking extension (red) and <PU>= 200
(green). Results for Phase I at <PU>= 50 (black) are also included (left). Relative rate of
additional misidentified jets as a function of pseudorapidity for different pileup configuration.
Results are shown relative to the performance of the reference detector at <PU>= 140 for
<PU>= 200 (green), and Phase I at <PU>= 50 (black) (right).

The degradation in the reconstruction of jets and Emiss
T has significant impact on several anal-

yses. Figure 25 shows the effect of the degraded Emiss
T resolution on W±H+Emiss

T searches. To
compensate for the increased background level, the event selection has been tightened with
respect to the reference in the TP. A significant reduction in the discovery potential is observed.
In a dataset of 3000 fb�1 the mass reach for discovery is reduced from 940 GeV to about 800
GeV. For measurements of the VBF Higgs to tt final state, where the tt mass is reconstructed
using the missing transverse energy, the performance of the analysis expressed as signal over
the square-root of background is degraded by about 15%. This translates into a 40% increase
in the luminosity needed to achieve the equivalent result at 200 PU. In addition the rate of
jets reconstructed from pileup energy depositions reduces the signal yield and increases the
background from Drell-Yan production, degrading the analysis performance by 25%.

Summary: The performance of the reference upgrade reference detector has been studied for
pileup of 140 and 200 collisions per crossing and compared to the Phase I detector performance
at 50 collisions per crossing. The performance of the Phase I detector can be achieved with the
reference detector in the presence of 140 collisions per crossing. The studies presented here
demonstrate that resolutions, efficiencies, and misidentification rates are degraded in events
with 200 collisions per crossing. Objects measured predominantly with the tracker and those
at large transverse momentum are less affected than objects measured using mostly calorimet-
ric information or with low transverse momentum. As a result, crucial measurements of the
H ! 4µ, H ! µµ, and searches or measurements of heavy resonance show limited sensitivity
to pileup. Measurements relying on the missing transverse energy resolution or jet counting
are significantly affected. The physics analyses that are very sensitive to these observables
indicate that improvements are needed to fully exploit the data collected at higher luminosi-
ties. For the endcap calorimeter, this is addressed by the new timing and pointing capabilities
of the High Granularity Calorimeter. It is expected that these new features will substantially
improve the mitigation of pileup. As well, the improved timing resolution in barrel electro-
magnetic calorimeter is anticipated to provide improve photon energy resolution. Overall, the
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Missing pT performance with MTD  
}  Puppi MET resolution improves by 15% at 200 PU

}  Recovers performance at 140 PU
}  Missing pT tails reduced 40% for pT

miss > 150 GeV
}  Game changer for searches in high pileup 
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Searches in missing pT tails 
}  Extend the reach of searches for massive invisible particles 

}  Without MTD: searches at 200 PU less sensitive than at 140 PU
}  Sensitivity spoiled by MET tails from pileup

}  With MTD: MET tail reduction offsets the performance loss
}  Search at 200 PU same sensitivity as at 140 PU (for the same luminosity)
}  200 PU running provides +25% luminosity   

à +150 GeV sensitivity
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Searches for long-lived particles (LLP) 
}  Postulated in many BSM: 

}  split-SUSY, GMSB,  
RPV SUSY, SUSY with 
degenerate states

}  cτ ~ O(1 cm)

}  New capabilities afforded  
by the MTD (examples):
1.  Improved TOF resolution  

for charged and neutral 
particles

2.  Ability to reconstruct LLP 
velocity from the decay 
length and time:

}  Peaking observable  
from decay kinematics
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ECAL + MTD Timing
ECAL Timing
Current Timing

χ0
1 → G + γ LLP searches with MTD 

1.  Vast acceptance extension  
for massive LLP 

}  Example: photon + vertex timing  
[ neutralino to photon + gravitino ]

2.  LLP mass (or mass splitting) 
reconstruction 

}  Model-independent peaking 
observable (depend on how velocity 
relates to the model structure) 

}  Example: primary and secondary vertex 
timing [ neutralino to gravitino + Z ]

}  MTD fundamentally changes  
how we execute these searches
}  Massive particles yield central 

signatures à barrel coverage 
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No peaking  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Summary on performance 

}  MTD: improves the full range of Phase-2 physics
}  ~20-30% improvements across all measurements
}  Recovery of performance for MET-tail based searches

}  Enhanced capability for reconstructing the secondary 
vertices of long-lived particles (LLPs) 
}  Resonance reconstruction for LLPs (novel method) 
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MTD: design and technologies 
}  Hermeticity: barrel (|η|<1.48) and endcap (1.6<|η|<2.95) 
}  Radiation: 2x1014 (barrel) and up to 2x1015 neq/cm2 (endcap)
}  Minimal impact on calorimeter performance 
}  Mechanics and services compatible with existing upgrades  
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LYSO/LSO tiles with SiPM readout:
•  TK/ ECAL interface ~ 25 mm thick
•  Surface ~40 m2 ;  250k channels
•  Integrate with tracker

Si with internal gain (LGAD):
•  On the CE nose  ~ 42 mm thick
•  Surface ~12 m2; ~4M channels
•  Integration with endcap

Tracker

Endcap
calorimeter

 3.0 m    

1.
2 

m

Single layers read out  
on L0/L1 trigger-accept
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Barrel timing layer (BTL) layout 

TOFPET CHIP

}  LYSO:Ce + SiPMs embedded in the tracker support tube 
}  CO2 cooling at ~ −30 0C (limit SiPMs self-heating and dark rate)

}  Production-ready and scalable technology
~40 m2    

4k modules  
250k channels

Modules (16x4 crystals)
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•  3% occupancy (0.5 mip threshold)
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Radiation tolerance of the BTL sensors  

}  LYSO: fast, bright scintillator
}  Sufficiently radiation hard 

}  SiPM: existing devices close  
to 30 ps at end of HL-LHC
  Lines: resolution from simulation  
varying photon detection efficiency 
(PDE) and dark count rate (DCR)

  Points: extrapolation to  
2.0×1014 neq/cm2 of SiPMs  
irradiation studies  

}  To optimize: reflective wrappings, SiPMs size / layout, thicker tiles, …
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}  Radiation at the end of HL-LHC
}  Fluence: 1.7-2.0×1014 neq/cm2;  Dose: ~18-25 kGy
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BTL sensor package: time resolution  
}  Sensor package qualified in test beams

}  Nominal geometry: 11x11x4 mm3 + SiPM 4x4 mm2

}  Timing dependence on hit position for SiPM small compared to crystal
}  Tracker z resolution sufficient at pT > 2.0 GeV

}  Options to mitigate position dependence being pursued
}  Custom SiPM (uniform surface coverage at constant active area) 
}  Crystal slabs with double-end read out 

Crystal

NINO 
readout board

SiPM

Crystal

readout board



BTL ASIC: TOFHIR 
}  TOFHIR: tailored version of commercial TOFPET2 chip

}  TOFPET2 with sensor package RMS already 37 ps
}  Goal: 25 ps with sensor package (achieved at test beam with NINO) 

}  Reasons for the difference understood 
}  Pulse slew rate (amplifier configuration) and TDC contribution
}  Radiation hard design in parallel (TSMC 130 nm)
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[ CERN T9 Bealmline – May 2017 ]

crystals



Endcap timing layer (ETL) layout 
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}  Low gain silicon detectors 
(LGADs):
}  Established technology available  

from at least three foundries
}  Overlapping disk structure 

}  Similar to outer tracker 
}  Independent cold volume for 

accessibility  
}  Al wedges with embedded 

cooling pipes (CO2 cooling  
at ~ −30 0C)

}  Sensors on both disk sides 
}  Single layer hermetic coverage
}  Nominal geometry: 4.8 x 9.6 cm2 

modules with 1x3 mm2 pads 
}  ~3-5% occupancy

ETL Module

Bottom: ASICs 

Top: Flexible hybrid circuit

Mid: Sensors



LGAD performance and radiation tolerance 
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}  Irradiation studies with single pad LGADs: 
}  LGAD can deliver < 40 ps timing resolution for entirety of HL-LHC
}  Compensation of gain loss with increased external bias

}  R&D: Bias scheme for individual pads 
}  R&D: Multi-pad sensors (uniformity, yield, fill factor)
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Multi-pad sensor development 

}  Large arrays of LGADs with small pad sizes already possible: 
}  Production of pixelated LGAD sensors show viable pad yields

}  Prototypes of multi-pad sensors with CMS pad size available: 
}  2x8 arrays now, 4x24 in early 2018 (1/16 of a full sensor)

30
Lindsey Gray, FNAL

Multi-pad Sensor Development
‣ Large arrays of LGADs are possible already with small pad sizes

- Production of pixellated LGAD sensors show large viable pad yields

• Prototypes of multi-pad sensors with CMS pad size now available
- 2x8 arrays now, 4x24 in early 2018 (1/16 of a full sensor)

- Will study gain uniformity, viable pad yield, fill factor for large pads
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Multi-pad sensors: TDCpix & UFSD 

Bump-bonded NA62 TDCpix ROC to UFSD sensor (6 assemblies)  

NA62 geometry: 40x45 pads, each 300x300 µm2   (1800 pads) 
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Distribution of Hits by Pixel

•  Very recent beam test @ 

SPS-H8 

•  More than 99% of pads 

working 

•  Same voltage behavior as 

single pad: breakdown 

above 280 V 

•  More pads than in a full TE 

sensor 

"  Very good news!  
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Multi-pad array (FBK)
CMS Pad Geometry

Pixellated LGAD sensor hit-map

1800 pads!



Front-end ETL ASIC  
}  Chip specs defined (25 ps without sensor, 110 mW/cm2)

}  Cascade of timing measurements to achieve  
distributed TDC over large-area ASIC
}  Established technology, used already in PicoTDC
}  Layout being designed in 65 nm TSMC benefitting from 

experience and available common blocks in RD53
}  Simulations ongoing to define layout
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Two-stage delay-locked loop (DLL)



Concluding remarks 
}  MTD will benefit the whole physics program

}  Preserves the performance of Particle Flow and PUPPI
}  Increases effective luminosity: +20% for (di-)Higgs physics
}  Recovers search performance in MET tails

}  Benefits equivalent to additional 2-3 years of luminosity 
}  New capabilities for long-lived particle searches

}  Sensor technologies becoming mature
}  Installation timeline for ETL provides time to complete R&D

}  Further investigations
}  A region-of-interest readout for level one trigger
}  Benefit for HLT performance and offline computing
}  Ways to extend coverage to |η| < 4.0
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